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What is Neuro Recharge IV Therapy? 
Neuro Recharge IV Therapy combines:
• Amino Acid Therapy
• Minerals
• B Complex
 

These vitamins and minerals detoxify your entire body, 
eliminate physical cravings, improve clarity, and break you 
from your addiction (foods, alcohols, and drugs) or 
depression.

What is a Neurotransmitter? 
A neurotransmitter is a chemical 
in the brain that communicates
 information throughout your 
brain and body and regulates, 
either directly or indirectly, 
most of the other body systems
 and functions. For example, 
it tells your heart to beat.

A neurotransmitter imbalance can cause or increase 
symptoms of depression, anxiety, insomnia, weight gain, 
hormone imbalances, mood swings, and more.

Different drugs affect different neurotransmitters. Continued 
use of these substances can gradually decrease the brain 
cells’ natural ability to send or receive signals. The nervous 
system then becomes physically dependent on the 
substance, continuing to rely on it in an attempt to maintain 
feelings of normalcy and to avoid withdrawal.

The most abundant neurotransmitters are known as Amino 
Acids, and there are 20 of them! Amino Acids are necessary 
to restore a normal state of wellbeing in you, and free you 
from cravings and anxiety. There is a long, well documented, 
history of using amino acids for depression and other issues 
related to brain chemistry imbalances.

.

Benefits of Neuro Recharge IV

Improves Memory

Eliminates physical cravings

Helps with addictions to food, alcohol, drugs

Helps with anxiety & depression

Helps with weight loss

Improved sleep

Helps to balance hormones

Calms mood swings

Eliminates physical cravings

Neuro Recharge IV is Ideal for Patients with:

• fatigue

• depression

• addictions to food, alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs

• anyone over age 40

• memory loss

• brain fog

• ADD

• ADHD

• Fibromyalgia

Recommended Add On

Magnesium can be added to this IV and is an excellent 
complement to the anti-anxiety benefits of Neuro
Recharge IV Therapy.

CALL TODAY TO BOOK YOUR 
NEURO RECHARGE IV!
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